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In response to a question by A. Arhangel’skii and S.P. Franklin, we give an example of a 
countable homogeneous Hausdorff sequential space in which the topological closure is obtained 
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A topological space is called sequential, if its every sequentially open set is open; 
equivalently, if its topological closure may be obtained by iterating the sequential 
closure [l]. Kuratowski showed in [5] that in such a case the sequential closure 
need be iterated at most w, times (where w, is the first uncountable ordinal). An 
example of a countable homogeneous Hausdorff sequential topological space in 
which the topological closure is obtained by precisely w, iterations of the sequential 
closure is constructed by Archangel’skii and Franklin [1] with the aid of inductive 
limits. Archangel’skii and Franklin ask whether there exists another space with the 
properties listed above. In this note we answer their question in the affirmative. The 
rational cross topology that we are going to define is a required space. 
The (rational) cross topology (in the rational plane a’) is the topology in which 
a set A is open if and only if every “horizontal” or “vertical” sequence, converging 
in the usual way to a point of A, is eventually in A. Call (rational) cross of center 
x = (x,, x2) and of radius F > 0 the set 
C,(x) = {(Yl, Yz) E Q2: Yl = XI? IY2-x21< &I 
u{(Y,,Y,)EQ*: Y2=x2,lYl--+~1. 
Accordingly, a set is open in the cross topology, if and only if for its every point it 
includes a cross centered at that point. 
Of course, a sequence converges to the point x in the cross topology if and only 
if for every E > 0 it is eventually in C,(x). Therefore a point x belongs to the 
sequential closure of a set A if and only if A meets every cross of center x. The 
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sequential closure in the cross topology is denoted by “cl”, while the topological 
closure is denoted by “cl”“, because it is obtained by the following iterations of 
the sequential closure. Let (Y be an ordinal number. Define 
I 
A ifa= 
cl”A = cl(c1 “-‘A) if (Y - 1 exists 
u clPA otherwise. 
P<a 
There exists an ordinal number (Y such that cl” = cl” (see, for example, [ 11, [3]). 
The least ordinal number which satisfies this identity is called sequential defect. 
Theorem. The rational cross topology is countable, sequential, homogeneous Hausdorff 
space. Its sequential defect is CO,.’ 
It is clear that the cross topology is sequential (by definition), Hausdorff (since 
it is finer than the usual topology of Q2) and homogeneous (that is, its group of 
homeomorphisms is transitive). By virtue of the above quoted Kuratowski’s result 
we see that the sequential defect is less than or equal to w,, that is cl” = cl”l. Since 
A c cl”A c cl*+‘A c cl”lA = cl”A for every ordinal number cr < w,, in order to prove 
the theorem it is enough to verify by transfinite induction that 
(P,) for every point x and for each disc 0 which is tangent at x to either horizontal 
or the vertical line through x, there exists a set A such that A c 0, x E cl*+‘A and 
x E cl”A. 
Lemma 1. If B is open, then B n cl”A c cl*(B A A). 
Proof. We observe that the closure operators cl* satisfies cl* (C u D) = cl”C u cl*D 
for every subset C, D. On the other hand for every non zero ordinal number (Y a 
subset is closed if and only if cl”C = C. Since B’ = Q2- B is closed, cl”A = 
cl”[(An B)u (An B’)]c cl”(An B)ucl”(B’) =cl”(An B)u B’ implies that Bn 
cl*A c cl” (B n A) and the proof is complete. q 
Recall that the derived of a set S is defined by der S = {x: x E cl(S -{x})}. 
Lemma 2. For every set A and ordinal number a, cl”+‘A = cl Au der(cl”A). 
Proof. Since cl”lt’A = cl*A u der(cl”A) for every subset A and every ordinal number 
(Y, by transfinite induction one can show the required equality. I7 
I The sequential space of real-valued functions on the real line (its topology is defined by closed sets 
under pointwise limits of sequences) has the sequential defect equal to w,. Indeed the family of Baire 
functions is the topological closure of the family of continuous functions, while it is well known that 
for every ordinal number a less than W, there exist Baire functions of type a but not less than a. This 
sequential space is homogeneous, Hausdorff but not countable. 
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Proof of the Theorem. 1st step: (Y = 0. Let y be the center of the disc R. Then the 
set A = {x+ (y - x)2-“: n EN} fulfils the requirements, indeed x E cl’A and 
x$cl’A=A. 
2nd step: 0 < a < w,. Let y be the center of 0 and suppose the property ( PP) 
holds for every ordinal number p <a. Then choose a sequence {p,,}, of ordinal 
numbers such that (a) Pn s /3,,+, < LY for every n and (b) sup{&: n E N} = 
sup{p: p < a}. For each natural number n let R, be the disc of radius (y - xI~-(~+~’ 
which is tangent at the point x, = (y-x)2-” +x to the line through x and x,. By 
inductive assumption, there exists the sets A,, such that A,, c R,, x, E cl’~~+‘A,, and 
x, G clPnA,,. We want to prove that for the set A = U,, A,, contained in R, one has 
x E clO1+’ A and x & cl”A. 
First observe that x, E cl Pr~+‘A c cl*A for every natural number n, since Pn < (Y 
and A, c A. Hence it follows tha”t x E cl(cl”A) = cl”+‘A. 
Moreover, since cl”A = IJ,, cl On+‘A in order to prove x& cl”A we will show that 
xg clpn+‘A for every n. Fix n, one ‘has clPkAk 2 clPnA, for every ka n, because 
Pk > /3,, ; hence xk g clPnA, for k 2 n. Therefore it follows xk @ clPrlA for every k 2 n ; 
indeed we have xk & clPptA, using Lemma 1, where B = {z E Q*: 
31y - X12P(k+*) < jz --xl < 315 -y12- (k+‘)} is open, An B = Ak and xk E B. Moreover 
for every x’E Cl,_,,,(x) - ({x}u {xk. . k 2 n}) we obtain x’& clP,zA, using Lemma 1. 
Consequently clPrlA n (C,,_.,,,(x) -{x}) = 8, that is x & der(clP,xA). On the other 
hand XP! cl A, because An C,(x) = 0. Hence xg cIPnt’A, by virtue of Lemma 2. 
Therefore the proof of theorem is complete. q 
The cross topology fails be first countable in some point. Indeed, for every x 
there is a set A such that x E cl”A and it is not the limit of any sequence in A (see 
Theorem 7.1 [3]). 
In order to evoke a certain nontrivial property of the cross topology, recall [2] 
that every operator cl, from subsets to subsets of a given space is called pretopological 
closure, provided that it verifies: cl,@ = 0, AC cl,A and cl,(Au B) = cl,A u cl,B. 
Every pretopological closure cl, determines the topology, the closed sets A of which 
are those satisfying cl,A = A. In this way the sequential closure cl in the cross 
topology determines the cross topology. If cl, is any other pretopological closure 
that determines the cross topology, then clc cl,c cl” [3, Theor. 6.41). 
Finally it is also interesting to observe that a function f: Q* + X is continuous 
separately in both variables, if and only if it is continuous, when Q2 is endowed 
with the cross topology. 
Remark. The neighborhood system X(x) on real plane, where X(x) is the filter 
generated by real crosses with center at x, is called the F&on cross pretopology in 
[3] (compare also [4]). The least ordinal number Q such that N”(x) = .P+‘(x) for 
every x, is called topological defect [3] of F&on cross pretopology (recall that 
Je(x) = nacNx) . UYta K-‘(y) if (Y - 1 exists, otherwise N”(x) =np<,Xp(x)). 
In other words, the topological defect is the smallest ordinal number among those 
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cx for which X”(x) is the filter generated by open sets of the F&on cross pretopology. 
In [3] it has been shown by means of “n-elementary” filters that this topological 
defect is at least w (the first infinite ordinal). Now in view of the proof of our 
Theorem, one can show that the topological defect of the F&on cross pretopology 
is w,, because it is equal to the sequential defect of the cross topology of the real plane. 
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Added in proof 
On the occasion of the “Conference on convergence”, held in Bechyne 
(Czechoslovakia, September 1984), I learned from Professor J. Novak that the cross 
topology on the real plane was considered by him in [6]. He showed that this 
topology is not regular. The first example of a countable sequential space, the 
sequential defect of which is w,, was given by J. Novak in [7]; this space, however, 
is not homogeneous. 
